Image Editing
GIMP GNU Image Manipulation Program
https://www.gimp.org/
License: GPL3
Repo, Flatpak
Pinta

https://pinta-project.com/pintaproject/pinta/

License: MIT

Repo, PPA, tarball
Drawing/Painting
Krita
https://krita.org

License: GPL
Repo, Appimage, Flatpak, PPA
MyPaint
http://mypaint.org/
License: GPL2
Repo, Appimage, Flatpak
Linux Graphics Software

Tux Paint
http://www.tuxpaint.org/

License: GPL2

Repo
Retro/Pixel
mtPaint  Mark Tyler's Painting Program
http://mtpaint.sourceforge.net/
License: GPL

Repo, DEB, Slackware tarball
Linux Graphics Software

GrafX2

http://pulkomandy.tk/projects/GrafX2

License: GPL

Repo
SVG - Scalable Vector Graphics
Inkscape
https://inkscape.org

License: GPL
Repo, Flatpak, Snap, PPA
Krita
https://krita.org

License: GPL
Repo, Appimage, Flatpak, PPA
sk1
https://sk1project.net/

License: LGPL
Fork of Skencil

DEB,RPM,zip
Charting
Dia
http://dia-installer.de/

License: GPL
Repo, DEB, RPM
LibreOffice - Draw
https://www.libreoffice.org/discover/draw/

License: MPL2, GPL2
Repo, DEB, RPM, AppImage, Flatpak, Snap
2D Animation
Linux Graphics Software

Synfig
https://www.synfig.org/

License: GPL3
Repo, Appimage- *email
Krita
https://krita.org

License: GPL
Repo, Appimage, Flatpak, PPA
Linux Graphics Software

Blender 2.80
https://www.blender.org/

License: GPL
Repo: tarball
OpenToonz - Morevna
https://morevnaproject.org/opentoonz/

License: BSD

AppImage *email
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**Pencil2D**

https://www.pencil2d.org/

License: GPL2

Repo, Appimage, Flatpak
Image Magick
Image Magick
https://imagemagick.org

License: GPL

From the command line run the command display

Repo, RPM
Questions?

Demos?

garygrady.com  gjgrady@gmail.com
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